The Phantom Zone is a fictional prison dimension appearing in American comic books published by DC Comics, commonly in association with stories featuring Superman. It first appeared in Adventure Comics #283 (April 1961), and was created by Robert Bernstein and George Papp. It was frequently used in the Superman comics before the continuity was rebooted in the 1980s, after Crisis on Infinite...

Phantom Zone - Wikipedia
The intent of Sentencing Enhancement Zone Laws is to create a higher penalty for offenses that occur within a certain distance (often 1,000 feet) of places considered to need special protection. This creates an incentive for criminal activity to move away from areas in need of special protection.

1,000 feet is a lot further than you think.
GULAG: SOVIET PRISON CAMPS AND THEIR LEGACY By David Hosford, Pamela Kachurin and Thomas Lamont A Project of the National Park Service and the National Resource Center for Russian, East European

SOVIET PRISON CAMPS AND THEIR LEGACY - Gulag
ClassZone Book Finder. Follow these simple steps to find online resources for your book.

ClassZone
Christopher Kent (Lor-Zod) is a fictional superhero appearing in American comic books published by DC Comics. The character first appeared in Action Comics #844 (Dec. 2006) and was created by Richard Donner, Geoff Johns, and Adam Kubert. As the biological son of General Zod and Ursa, he is a Kryptonian who becomes the foster son of Clark Kent and his wife Lois Lane.

Chris Kent (comics) - Wikipedia
EOPSS is responsible for the policy development and budgetary oversight of its secretariat agencies, independent programs, and several boards which aid in crime prevention, homeland security preparedness, and ensuring the safety of residents and visitors in the Commonwealth.

Executive Office of Public Safety and Security | Mass.gov
The ACLU is committed to challenging the 'school-to-prison pipeline,' a disturbing national trend wherein children are funneled out of public schools and into the juvenile and criminal justice systems. Many of these children have learning disabilities or histories of poverty, abuse, or neglect, and would benefit from additional educational and counseling services.

School-to-Prison Pipeline | American Civil Liberties Union
Green Hill Zone (グリーンヒル Gurīn Hiru, lit. "Green Hill"), also known as just Green Hill (グリーンヒル Gurīn Hiru), is a recurring location in the Sonic the Hedgehog series. A natural paradise of a Zone, Green Hill Zone was the first location Sonic the Hedgehog passed through during his mission to free...

Green Hill Zone | Sonic News Network | FANDOM powered by Wikia
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Publications - GOV.UK
Well-known sets of standards for correctional health care come from the National Commission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC), the American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), and the American Public Health Association (APHA).